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Under the Corporate Citizen
Foundation, firms including HSL,
Thomson Medical, Golden
Season, ST Aerospace and
MediaCorp will pool resources to
help disaster-hit areas.

SINGAPORE — A coalition of private-sector firms —
comprising aircraft, healthcare, water purification, civil
engineering and media assets — will be able to respond
immediately to help victims in neighbouring countries in
the event of a regional disaster, in the form of the
Corporate Citizen Foundation (CCF).

One of the functions of the foundation, launched
yesterday (Oct 31) by Singapore Deputy Prime Minister
and Finance Minister Tharman Shanmugaratnam, will be
to respond more swiftly to regional crises through its
Swift Emergency Evaluation Deployment (SEED) platform
— a new private-sector driven initiative which is
understood to be the first of its kind in the region.

“The CCF seeks to catalyse corporate collaboration to
exercise collective corporate citizenry towards a better,
safer and friendlier Asia,” it said in a press statement. “It
is probably the first private sector initiative and alliance
focusing on capacity building for vulnerable communities
in the areas of sustainable development and disaster
management.”

The CCF noted that 70 per cent of the world’s natural
disasters occur in Asia, including the 2004 tsunami,
Cyclone Nargis in Myanmar in 2008, and Typhoon
Haiyan hitting the Philippines last year.

Under SEED, a few private firms will pool together their
resources and assets to help out while a crisis unfolds.
The idea was mooted early this year by engineering firm
HSL Constructor, which as the initiator of the CCF has
also put in seed founding of S$1 million.

The following companies have committed their assets
and expertise on board the SEED platform:

Civil engineering: HSL Constructor

Healthcare: Thomson Medical
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Typhoon Haiyan survivors queue up to get into any evacuation flight at the airport in
Tacloban, Philippines. Hundreds of thousands of people were displaced by Typhoon
Haiyan, which tore across several islands in the eastern Philippines. AP file photo
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Water filtration systems: Golden Season

Fixed-wing aircraft: Pacific Flight Services of ST
Aerospace

Disaster reporting: MediaCorp, which will send reporters
to ground zero to broadcast updates first-hand

FIRST IN TO GATHER DATA

The aim of SEED is not to provide relief items such as
food or shelter. Instead, it wants to be the first to reach
disaster zones — to gather data.

“The most important thing in a major disaster, during the
acute phase, is actually the intelligence,” said Mr Hassan
Ahmad, HSL Constructor’s Philanthropy & Sustainability
Director. “Early, first-hand information that can go out so
that responders like the NGOs or the national
organisations can make informed decisions as to what to
bring in, how much to bring in and who they need to send
in, so that we can avoid the duplication of effort.”

In the event of a disaster in the region, the CCF will be
alerted, while its SEED members will be put on standby.
The foundation will then get in touch with the ASEAN
Coordinating Centre for Humanitarian Assistance on
disaster management (AHA), as well as the country’s
coordinating agencies.

After getting air traffic clearance to fly in to ground zero,
the team of doctors, water purification equipment, civil
engineers and reporters will fly in via private jets.

The water purification systems owned by Golden Season
— the only one known to be able to churn out 1,200
litres of drinking water per hour — could be a vital
resource to disaster victims. CHANNEL NEWSASIA
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